
TELETOM® Equipment Management System

Care without compromise



Constant evolution 
requires constant adaptability
No two clinical environments are the same — and the needs within 
a particular operating room can change from day to day, or even 
procedure to procedure. With today’s rapidly evolving medical 
technology, surgical teams need to rely on systems that can easily 
adapt to a host of factors at a moment’s notice.

But finding the best equipment management solutions can be 
challenging when building new operating rooms or renovating 
existing spaces. Incorrect decisions during the planning process 
can lead to unneccessary costs and facility downtime, so 
eliminating the chance of equipment conflicts is critical. 

Today’s facilities demand next-generation equipment designed 
to meet their specific needs while offering future flexibility and 
customization. It takes a partner who understands how to provide 
the best solutions and reduce potential risks down the road.  
That’s where BERCHTOLD comes in.



Make the most 
of valuable space 
with TELETOM®

Space is at a premium in any surgical environment. It takes smart, 
sophisticated solutions to keep equipment organized when not 
in use, yet immediately accessible when needed. With the new 
slimline TELETOM® 4 Series Equipment Management System from 
BERCHTOLD, that space-saving convenience is now a reality.

Ideal for operating rooms with limited space, the TELETOM 4 Series 
is an excellent choice for multiple-boom surgical suites, as well as 
a more efficient alternative boom dedicated to robotic equipment. 
Plus, this innovative system provides all the features, benefits and 
options of the TELETOM 6 Series, so your team won’t have to sacrifice 
capability or performance in the name of efficiency.

TELETOM 4 Series TELETOM 6 Series
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TELETOM  
Superior Technology  

Modular 360º Custom-Configurable Boom

• Clinicians determine the placement of key services and 
accessories, tailoring the design to fit their specific environment

• A wide range of options are available for gas, high-voltage  
and low-voltage services

• The Four Pole and Rail mounting system is highly  
configurable for maximum flexibility

• Other options include vertical articulation, an electric braking 
system, variable arm lengths and top and bottom  
pole extensions

Flexible Mounting Options  
Minimize Construction Costs

• The integrated combination and tandom mounting options 
utilize a single location for multiple pieces of equipment

• The innovative design allows one mount to support the booms, 
lights or monitors

• Fewer mounts help reduce the potential for equipment conflict

• Cleaner ceilings create an improved aesthetic in the  
working environment

Safety

• UL listed to meet electrical and gas codes

• The optional integrated smoke evacuation system features  
a ceiling-mounted motor for quiet operation and easy access 
for filter replacement on the boom

Lifetime Value
• Ability to reposition service modules on the boom

• Potential to add or remove layers to the boom as needs change  

• All-electric brakes provide long-term reliability and reduced  
gas expense



Ease of Use
• All-electric brakes provide quiet, effortless operation

• Hygienic design is easy to clean

• A bi-directional Conform Platform (shelf) tailors its size to the 
equipment’s footprint for secure placement

• Multi-position user control options help eliminate wasted motion

•  Multiple  
platform  
sizes

•  Platform  
lighting system

• Top and bottom  
pole extensions

• Self-closing drawer system 
in multiple sizes

• ESU shelf  
(platform attachable)

• Hundreds of accessories  
to choose from

Multi-Position Optional 
User Controls

Needle  
Bearing System

Color Accent

Long Reach Arm 
Combinations

Optional Combination 
Mounting for Lights or Monitors

Optional Vertical Articulation

All-electric Brakes

Customizable Module 
and Layer System

Emergency Stop Button

Four Pole and Rail Mounting System

Additional 
Options:

1st Place Winner in the Capital Equipment Category

TELETOM Equipment Management System
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BERCHTOLD Corporation
1950 Hanahan Road 
Charleston, South Carolina 29406
www.berchtoldusa.com
800.243.5135

For over 90 years, BERCHTOLD has been a world leader in the design and 
manufacture of quality medical equipment. With our focus on improving 
patient outcomes, we deliver best-in-class products, experienced planning 
and project management and service with a personal touch. We measure 
our success by the quality of our customer and employee relationships.

Our products and services include:
• CHROMOPHARE® surgical and examination lights
• ChromoVision® video and camera systems
• ChromoView® monitor arms
• TELETOM® equipment management systems
• OPERON® surgical tables including a full range of accessories
• TABLEGARD® Patient Care System
• SUPERSUITE® custom clinical environments
• ByDesign™ clinical room design software
• Design, consulting, project management and customer support
• Factory-trained service and installation support
• IntegraMount™ construction mounting solution

We invite your inquiry and the next opportunity to assist in the 
planning, design and installation of your next clinical environment.

STRYKER
1410 Lakeside Parkway, #100
Flower Mound, Texas 75028
www.stryker.com
BERCHTOLD is now a part of STRYKER.
If you have any questions, please
call 1.866.726.3705.


